A reference shape library for computer aided socket design in above-knee prostheses.
A Reference Library of socket shapes for an Above-Knee Computer Aided Socket Design (CASD) System has been created. This library forms part of a more general CASD System (Dean & Saunders, 1985; Novicov & Foort, 1982). It consists of a matrix of reference shapes representing above-knee socket characteristics and is based upon skeletal structure, residuum length and tissue mass. A set of 27 biomechanical reference shapes in the form of male plaster casts were produced by a combination of CNC milling and traditional artisan techniques. Each reference shape was digitized to obtain its cylindrical coordinates. Cross-sectional areas and tissue distributions within each shape and between the shapes were analyzed, modified and then stored numerically within the computer for further implementation of the CASD System for the above-knee amputees. The creation and the analysis of the reference shape data is described.